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PROJECTING OF THE TEXT DOCUMENT
SEARCHING SYSTEM: INDEXATION USING GRAPH
STRUCTURES

Facing computerization of society and rapid technical development, availability of effective and
fast searching in electronic resources are more and more important. This work shows a part of project
of the text documents searching system. The main emphasis has been put on the speed of the process,
what leads to the new way of the document indexation. This concept is based on the simplification of
the document to the graph structure, which is built on terms from the document (vertexes) and their
relative position in it (edges). Edges have got labels, which are normalized values of appearance.
Document searching, using this index, bases on a user query. The result of whole process consists
of the documents for which the sum of the edge labels (connecting proper vertexes) is the largest.
This means that these words were found nearby each other often.
Presented approach improves quality of searching and provides new abilities to solve secondary
problems, such as recommendation process. This work presents one of abilities of the new indexing:
recommendation process - while using, the system itself suggests other, potentially noteworthy documents. It bases on similarity of graphs of the two documents. Using it, this system, if properly set up,
can reveal whether one document is a plagiarism of another or not.
In consequence, usage of presented solution allows increasing the efficiency of searching system
significantly, and provides new possibilities of searching.

1.INTRODUCTION
Although task of text searching in documents can be considered as not complicated,
designing of fast and quality system seems to be more complex. This has few reasons:
__________
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 it is necessity to separate semantics from notation and syntax and, as a result, to
find concepts. This problem is hindered because of the fact, that the same word
can have different meanings;
 human knowledge and documents are based on experience and intelligence,
(thanks to that, human can understand and describe text);
 retrieval process is multithreaded – it has to do both indexing documents and
answering users queries at the same time;
 already indexed documents may change.
From the perspective of searching system, document is processed in four main
steps. At first, robot is looking constantly through the resources, looking for new or
updated documents. After that it sends information to indexing algorithm, which is
proceeding with saving all information needed to search, and merges it with existing
database. Later part, which is responsible for answering users queries, will include in
results the new document. Stored information about documents will be used as well
for other algorithms, such as recommendations or profiling. Needless to say, that each
step can influence quality of retrieval much.
In this paper, we are focusing on the indexing algorithm, presenting our approach
to it, which allows to retrieve relevant documents in short period of time. We are discussing the further usage of that kind of indexing, showing one of advantages of it –
unique recommendation process, which might be used while judging plagiarisms too.

2.RELATED WORKS
Searching text documents is the problem which exists in literature since years. In its
basics, the problem is easy – to match bits together and find if they are equal or not.
However, the problem has been expanding through years – we would like to search the
biggest resources available in milliseconds, semantically.
2.1. CONCEPTUAL GRAPHS

The idea of presenting knowledge as objects and connections is (comparing to current tasks) pretty old, and well described, for example in [13] or [21]. And indeed, the
conceptual graphs are good way of saving knowledge, but nowadays auto-creating
them from pure text document is pretty hard, if available, and takes much resources.
This is one of the major reasons, why the idea of conceptual graphs is not spreading.
Conceptual graphs were tried to be used in retrieval process in [6], but the database
there was based on other semantic solutions. The amount of semantic content will keep
on increasing in the web, but we would like to use the idea of structuralized graph itself
to information retrieval process from plain text document. [11,14] show approaches for

parsing the unstructured text, but their implementation works too slow for indexation
purposes. Our graph will have to be simplified, to make indexing process faster.
2.2. INDEXATION APPROACHES

Indexation process exists in literature for a long time. Many indexation approaches
were described, and now they are working pretty well in the internet search engines,
such as [19,20]. What’s more, basic ideas such as forward or inverted indexing are parts
of university studies on computer science. [8] is pretty useful work while planning an
solid and fast searching tool based on inverted indexing.
2.3. COMPARING TWO DOCUMENTS

Since all the documents are represented as graphs (in indexing process), their comparing simplifies to graph comparing. This problem is widely discussed in literature,
as graphs are used to describe various, structured objects. In [2] the matter of relation
between words with the same meaning, searching for concepts and the mapping process is extensively analysed. Furthermore there is an attempt to standardise and accurate the graph form. It eventually enables characterizing and computing similarity.
This approach results in construction of real algorithms in [15]. The existing methods
of measure the “simple graphs” similarity was modified in [1,7] in order to looking for
an exact graph or subgraph isomorphism and to show graph equivalence or inclusion.

3.INDEXATION
In [12] Petkovic says, that Users will sacrifice accuracy for speed. We agree with
that. Since transforming user query to conceptual form might take much time, and can
be done in a wrong way, we would like to simplify the idea of conceptual graphs, and
introduce our graph structure which will make indexation and searching process faster.
3.1. STRUCTURE OF THE GRAPH

The system will save the document in structuralized form, which will allow to
search in it later, returning relevant documents, and giving us possibility to apply
recommendation processes. Best explanation of the graph can be done through example. We would like to index the following document: Cars may be towed for various
reasons by several different government agencies, including the NYPD, the City Marshall, and the Sheriff. Please contact your local NYPD Precinct to assist you in deter-

mining if your vehicle has been relocated due to a parade, demonstration, street fair.

Fig. 1. Example of the graph structure.

So, we would like to have vertices as terms, connected themselves with edges labelled by value of frequency. To make searching easier, those weights will be normalized, and quantified. Though this picture shows the neighbourhood of two words, we
would like to use five words in each side as neighbourhood.
3.2. INDEXATION PROCESS

We will denote this structure as a graph G  (V , E ) , where V is set of vertices,

V  T , and E is set of edges with labels, e  E e  (v j , v j , w) where vi , v j V and
w  R . Let’s denote as well D as set of documents, S as set of words which are in
language, T as set of terms which exists in language.
The functions, which will be used in the indexation process are following:
  : D  S ' (where S '  {s1 , s2 ,..., sn } is subset of S with repetitions); this
function returns list of words which exists in document d ;
  : S  T ' (where si  S ' si  S , ti  T ' ti  T , T '  {t (1) , t ( 2) ,..., t (Tl ) } , Tl
is number of terms in S ' ); it returns term from T which is indicated by word
from dictionary S which is in S ' . For instance, it can return  (empty) if the
word is blacklisted or hasn’t got any terms;
  : T '  G is creating the graph, presented before, from terms. For each term

t (i )  T ' function checks, if there exists vertex t (i ) in the graph G . If not, new

vertex vk is added, and number of appearance set to 1; then, for each

m {1,2,...,5} if vertex t (im) exists, edge (vk , v p ,

1
) is created.
m

If vertex t (i ) exists, number of appearance is increased by one, and for each

m {1,2,...,5} if edge vk , v p exists its label is increased by
( vk , v p ,

1
, else edge
m

1
) is created.
m

After that, values of all edges in the graph G are normalized and quantified, so
the edge with the highest label gets 15, and with the lowest 1.
For given new non-indexed document d  D , list of words is created using function
 . Then, using the function  a list of words is converted to the list of terms. In this
moment, a forward index is created. Next function  creates the graph from these
terms. This graph represents the given document and carries information about the number of appearance of each term, and connections between them with weights.
In the meantime, an inverted index is created from the T ' set and merged to currently existing one. This will let us do further searching only in documents in which words
from the query occurred.
The idea is as simple as described, and gives all expected possibilities.
3.3. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CONCEPTUAL GRAPH AND OUR ONE.

As stated before, both approaches to structuralising the document are different.
Let’s look how they will index following sentence: John is going to Boston by bus.

Fig. 2. Both ways of indexing John is going to Boston by bus.

On this example, we see that our approach is more complex in the meaning of
connection between terms (sentence was short, all of them are connected). However,
creation of conceptual graph in this case is easy. Way more complicated task is, when
we’ll take a following short sentence: Tom believes that Mary wants to marry a sailor.

Fig. 3. Both ways of indexing Tom believes that Mary wants to marry a sailor.

While our structure has been built in almost the same way, the conceptual is very
complicated. This reveals the biggest difference between both ways – using basic
methods you cannot estimate the time of creation of conceptual graph, while time of
creation of our graph depends only on the number of terms and connections between
them. Predicting free time between users queries and being able to know if indexing
process, put in this time, will be finished is important information for busy machines.
What needs to be added here is that both propositions are not able to create exactly
the document as it was. Of course conceptual graph is way more similar to it than our
approach, but you can read it in many different ways as well.

4.DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL USING PROPOSED INDEX
Elsewhere [17] we have proposed a model of user queries. Meta-languages presented
there (such as boolean queries) can be adopted for proposed system. For example:
 query: word – which will return all documents in which word exists;
 query: (word1 word2) – which will return all documents in which both words
exist, and they are linked with an edge;
 query: (word1) (word2) – which will return all documents in which both of
words exist, but without connection;
 query: (word1) OR (word2) – which will return all documents in which at least
one of specified words exists;

 query: (word1) NOT(word2) – which will return all documents in which first
word exists, but second doesn’t.
The results of those queries are positioned thanks to the information from the graph
(labels of edges and numbers of term appearances). Those five queries are only a part of
the strength of the system while searching for documents. Each query can be treated as a
document, so all functions  ,  ,  can be used to create a graph, and that graph can be
compared with others, using for example similarity measures presented in section 5.
4.1. USE CASE DIAGRAM

Following graph shows use case diagram of whole presented system.

Fig. 4. Use case diagram.

5.RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM
While a user is looking through a document, the system suggests other, probably the
most relevant documents. Because the index is featured as a graph, this system is based

on graphs comparing. Two measures of graph similarity will be introduced, which enable indirect resembling or original documents retrieval.
5.1. GRAPH COMPARING

Further considerations will rely on the structure of presented document representation – on the vertex is always the basic form of the word. What is more, we can assume
that, thanks to WordNet, all synonyms and derivatives were eliminated. In consequence
it is possible to find corresponding vertices in a simple way – if words have the same
meaning, it will be in the same form. It is no necessity to find dependences and carry out
mapping process. The first step in similarity measurements is to determine intersection
Gi of the two graphs G1 and G 2 ; let’s ascertain that Gi contains of:
 all words which appear in both graphs (only words, the frequencies are ignored,
because they are not normalized values);
 all edges which appear in both graphs with the lower value of labels (this values
are normalized, therefore searching for relations is possible).
Assume that  : G  G  N is a function, which returns the degree of interrelationship between the graphs. We define two kinds of them:
 similarity  s – it characterises the degree of graphs similarity; it determines also
if graphs are identical or completely dissimilar;
 inclusion  i – it determines if one of the graph is a part of another one.
5.2. SIMILARITY MEASURE

The similarity measure  s is defined as a combination of two components: conceptual similarity  s,c and relational similarity  s, r .

s 

1
 s,c   s,r 
2

(1)

The conceptual similarity  s,c is defined similarly to well-known Dice coefficient
and it specifies how many vertices the graphs have in common. Function n(G) is a
number of vertices in G .

 s ,c G1 , G2  

2n(Gi )
n(G1 )  n(G2 )

(2)

The result is equal to one, when graphs have identical set of words and it is equal to
zero, when they have no common words.
The relational similarity  s, r describes how similar are the relations between the
same words in both graphs. The function m(G) is the sum of label’s values all existing
edges in the graph G and the function mGi (G) is the sum of label’s values all existing
edges in the immediate neighbourhood of the graph Gi in the graph G (edges, which at
least one end belongs to Gi ).

 s ,r G1 , G2  

2m(Gi )
mGi (G1 )  mGi (G2 )

(3)

The result is equal to one, when graphs have identical relations with identical labels in
neighbourhood of the graph Gi and it is equal to zero, when they have no common
edges.
Final function transforms to:



2n(Gi )
2m(Gi )


2  n(G1 )  n(G2 ) mGi (G1 )  mGi (G2 ) 

1
 s G1 , G2   

(4)

It is continuous and defined on range [0,1], with the value one when the graphs are identical (conceptually) and the value zero when they are completely different.
5.3. INCLUSION MEASURE

The inclusion measure is the modification of the similarity one. It consists of the
same function, but it finds the relation between the intersection and each of two graphs
(not both of them at the same time). It avers if one of the graphs is contained in the second one. Eventually it is expressed as:

 n(Gi )
 n(Gi )
m(Gi ) 
m(Gi ) 

 floor 

 n(G1 ) mG (G1 ) 
 n(G2 ) mG (G2 ) 
i
i





 c G1 , G2   floor 

(5)

The output value each of the two addents is in the range [0,1], so the floor function is
digital and returns zero or one. The entire function is as well digital and the result could
be minus one, zero or one. If the intersection is identical to G1 but different from G 2 ,

the first element (and its floor) will be equal to one and the second one is zero – finally
the whole function is equal to one. Analogical for G 2 the result is minus one. In all remaining cases (there is no inclusion or the graphs are identical) the function return zero.
5.4. THE USAGE OF MEASURES

With the usage of both of these measures we can build the recommendation system
as planned. When a user decides to read the document, the system will fix the similarity
and inclusion of the graph connected with document with all other graphs existing in
database. In that way it chooses five with the highest coefficients and suggests related
documents.
Moreover, there are other usages of these measures. System, after slight changes, can
be used to look for the plagiarism, because it can find another identical or partially identical document which might be considered as one.

6.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In the chapter the new method of document indexation was introduced. It finally fulfil all set requirements as for the speed and accuracy of plain text document searching.
Proposed method of indexation is based on current achievements of semantics and
knowledge representation. This idea was influenced by the conceptual graph. What is
more, the form of the index have a number of features and it involves various consequences; in particular – it leads to invention of new, interesting uses. In this paper two of
them were shown – the recommendation and plagiarism system – but in the course of
time more and more could be created.
Insofar as the form of the index, some experiments could be done, which aver how it
is possible to enhance the search engine operation. Especially it means the researches,
which determine how the relations between words and its weights should be fixed. Further methods of searching based on the index can be developed.
So far the recommendation system compare only the documents (using the graph
representation). However, when the search query is more extended it is possible to create the graph representation and to search relevant documents with the usage of measures.
The plagiarism system could be as well evolved and refined. Primarily it should facilitate to find fragmentary plagiarism. It should check out if a piece of the document is a
part of another one. There is a necessity to evaluate (apart from inclusion) the way of
graphs overlap. To do that, the suitable measure should be obligatorily specified. One of
ongoing ideas is to create a graph from a piece of document and examine the values of

measures. Because of possibly huge calculation complexity, it should be well-thoughtout measure.
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